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If you guessed "d," you got it right. Exposures to
polluted soil, water, and air killed seven million
people in 20141.
According to the World Health Organization,
“Unsafe water supplies and inadequate levels of
sanitation and hygiene increase the transmission
of diarrhea diseases, including cholera, trachoma,
and hepatitis. The use of solid fuels in households
is a proxy indicator for household air pollution.
Using solid fuels such as wood, charcoal, and
crops is associated with increased mortality from
pneumonia and other acute lower respiratory
diseases among children, as well as increased
mortality from chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, lung cancer (where coal is used), and
other diseases among adults.”2
This issue of Healing Lives focuses on prevention
and how together we can stop diseases before they
get a foothold.

from the editor
Denise Locker, Editor

Toilet paper...really?
Yes, those are rolls of toilet paper you see in the
photo above. Are you wondering why they are
there?
First, let me ask you a question. What do you
think is the leading cause of death in low- and
middle-income countries?
a) Malnutrition and undernutrition
b) Tuberculosis and malaria
c) HIV-related diseases
d) Pollution

On page 8 Regional Coordinators Bill and Sharon
write an intriguing article about how communities
are building resilience into their lives,
communities that are located in established paths
of natural disasters. MAI President John Payne
has a short article with an attention-grabbing
twist on latrines on page 4. If you want to know
how your involvement can make a difference, go
directly to the back cover.
So why toilet paper? Because something as simple
as toilet paper, washing your hands, drying your
dishes in the sun, and many other Community
Health Evangelism teachings can prevent
diseases.
With this issue we hope you will join the team and

Help Wipe Out Disease!

1 http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2014/air-pollution/en/
2 World Health Organization Department of Health Statistic & Information
Systems of the Health Systems & Innovation Cluster 2000-2015
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Latrines done right have
saved thousands of lives
4

Reasons

NOT to Use

Latrines

John Payne, M.D., President, Medical Ambassadors International
In much of the developing world, a simple change to
using pit latrines for toilet purposes, rather than finding
the privacy of the nearest bush, brings amazing results in
better health.
Believe it or not, there are many good reasons that
thinking people do not want to build or use latrines. Here
are ten objections I have heard, perhaps in reverse order
of importance. Each of these objections has a possible
answer.
10. “Latrines are not the way we do things here.”
Answer: “The village over the hill was not using latrines
either; but now they are. Perhaps you should ask them
how the change is working for them. Their children are
remarkably healthy.” Community Health Evangelism
has spread so far internationally that interested people
in many places can look at what others are doing before
they make up their minds.
9. “This is a foreign idea. I do not trust foreigners.”
Answer: “Do I look foreign to you?” We try to use
nationals as our primary trainers and keep our foreign
staff in the background whenever possible.
8. “The people I trust the most do not use latrines
either.” Answer: “But you know me well. Do you trust
me?” We look for a respected local champion to advocate
for new ideas. Outsiders rarely lead sustainable change as
well as respected insiders can.
7. Men in some cultures may say, “A woman might use
the same latrine I use, and that would be a disgrace.”
Answer: “If you and the family next door each build
latrines, one could be for the men and the other for the
women.”
6. “I feel disrespected when other people tell me what
to do.” Answer: “But our community decided together
to focus on building latrines.” MAI workers have been

trained to avoid telling others what to do. We describe
choices, and then wait for local people to make their own
plans.
5. “I do not know how to build a latrine.” Answer: “A
class in your neighborhood is going to train interested
people next week. You are welcome to join them, if you
are curious.”
4. “I have heard latrines really stink and have lots of
flies. Who would choose to visit such a place?” Answer:
“We can show you how to add a vent pipe and a screen
to greatly decrease both the smell and the flies. We call
this a ‘V. I. P. (Ventilated Improved Pit) latrine.’ We also
will show you how to use a bottle of water on a string and
soap to make a ‘tippy-tap’ handwashing station.”
3. “It sounds like too much work.” Answer: “A bunch
of us from the community will be working on them
together. It will be fun and easier if we divide up the
work.”
2. “I live in a crowded urban slum. A two by three
meter plot of land is all I have. There is no place for a
latrine.” Answer: “That is why it is so important that we
work together to build community latrines and shower
houses. Your neighbors may be more interested than you
think.”
1. “Evil spirits live in dark, wet places like latrines. I
am afraid to use one.” Answer: “Jesus knows all about
evil spirits, and he is much stronger than any evil spirit.
He can protect you wherever you go, when you choose to
trust him. Jesus has changed my life for the better.”
Latrines done right have saved thousands of lives and
have been part of introducing many people to Jesus.

MAI – healing lives…transforming
communities.
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meet our

REGIONAL COORDINATORS
Bill & Sharon

In 1978, Bill and Sharon with their
two toddlers, went to Papua New
Guinea where Bill worked as a staff
doctor with Wycliffe Bible Translators
and Sharon as a part-time teacher.
Following that year, Bill took a
position with the Department of Health
in Papua New Guinea (PNG), which
involved clinical training and later
administration of a province. Sharon
was involved with students in Bible
studies and Theological Education by
Extension (TEE).
Previously Bill had graduated with
a Doctorate of Medicine from the
6

University of Alberta and began
Family Practice in Calgary in 1971.
Sharon has a Master’s Degree
in Education. She taught for the
Calgary Board of Education and later
managed a business called Health Plus
Preventive Care in Calgary.
In 1986 they returned to their home
in Canada for their children to attend
high school. They were part of the
founding group of an innovative interdisciplinary medical center called
Health Plus. Bill and Sharon also
initiated a successful “street clinic”
ministry called Calgary Urban Project

Society (CUPS), which
continues still to thrive
more than 25 years later.
While their children
attended university,
Bill and Sharon spent
several months each year
doing mission and relief
projects, mainly with
Samaritan’s Purse. After
discovering Community
Health Evangelism (CHE) in 2000,
they initiated that approach in their
mission projects and soon found
themselves working with MAI.

We see the expansion
of the CHE program
into more than half the
provinces of PNGnow...

Their extensive background in missions enabled
them to be well equipped to work with MAI and
Medical Ambassadors Canada (MACA). They
currently oversee projects for MAI and also for
MACA in several countries, as well as training and
encouraging many other organizations wanting
to implement CHE within the Southeast Asia
region. They find the relationships they have
built are rewarding and motivating. Crossing all
denominational and cultural boundaries, seeing
Christians of all descriptions work together to
make Jesus known and to further the Kingdom is
what they find to be a delightful privilege.

We know this translates
into hundreds of
communities being impacted
by the wholistic message
of restored relationships
between them and God,
neighbors and environment.
This is of much greater
worth than anything else
we can imagine.

Bill and Sharon enjoy their two married children
and five grandchildren and remain actively
involved in their rural community near Calgary,
Alberta, Canada.
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Disaster Prevention:

making communities resilient
Bill & Sharon, Regional Coordinators Southeast Asia
and West Pacific
Medical Ambassadors and the Community Health
Evangelism (CHE) approach is committed to prevention.
For Southeast Asia, where two-thirds of the world’s
natural disasters occur, disaster preparedness and
prevention are critical. We must address these tough
issues and discover answers that will equip communities
to survive and to thrive.
In April 2016 we gathered sixteen of the CHE leaders
from around Southeast Asia in Tacloban, Philippines,
for a two-week summit on Disaster Management to
study these issues. With faculty from the U.S., Canada,
and Philippines, it made for a lively group. Tacloban,
still bearing the scars of the most severe typhoon ever
recorded, had much to teach us. Our emphasis was on
training community CHE volunteers in basic prevention,
preparedness and response—community and family
preparation, search and rescue, simple medical skills,
psychological first aid—so that people can survive
before professional teams arrive.
We want to enhance community resilience, the ability
to return to normal and continue to thrive after calamity
of any kind. CHE communities already have a head
start with resilience. Risk reduction, the process of
recognizing vulnerabilities or weaknesses in our natural
and human environments in order to predict the impact
of disasters, is the next step. Slum-dweller homes, for
example, built of random materials and crowded along
ocean shores or riverbanks are high priority for CHE
attention. Encouraging residents to rebuild in safe areas
does not prevent the natural event, but it decreases
8
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Community Resilience:
the ability to return to normal
and continue to thrive after
calamity of any kind

the vulnerability and thus mitigates the results of
the disaster. Teaching about crops that resist drought
or flood, or that can be grown in containers enables
food production to carry on. Death and widespread
destruction do not have to follow the “storm.”
The real pay-off is prevention, things that we can
actually do to reduce or even prevent natural disasters.
Reforestation of cleared areas will prevent flooding and
drought cycles. Making compost and natural fertilizers
replenishes soil that might otherwise become barren.
Eliminating the extensive burning that is common
agricultural practice in Southeast Asia, as well as
recycling and reusing rather than adding to the huge
ever-smoking landfills of the cities, reduces greenhouse
gas emissions. By caring for our environment, we can
have impact on some of the erratic climate conditions
plaguing the globe.
10

This is getting up close and personal. It is not just
Southeast Asia that has been guilty of not loving or
carefully stewarding the environment which God
created to sustain us. In fact, part of loving God,
and part of loving our neighbor, is also loving the
environment as God does: the “world” spoken of in
John 3:16 is “kosmos” in Greek, indicating both the
human and natural orders. As Christians we should
be leaders in environmental care and restitution of the
damage of our past ignorance or negligence. It is not
too late to change our own attitudes and practices!
Plant some trees, grow vegetables in the backyard, tend
the common spaces in our neighborhoods, use what
we have rather than buying the latest gismo, encourage
farming by eating local produce…you get it. And we
all stand to benefit. That’s prevention.
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The Ripple Effect

Madelle Payne, MAI’s Vice President of Ministries
When God touches a life, the ripple
effects often continue…on and on.
Orfa Gomez is a young woman
from the Guarani tribe (pronounced
Gua-ra-knee) which spreads across
Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay, and
Argentina.
Orfa’s grandfather was one of
the first Guarani who responded
to God’s touch, as a result of a
Canadian missionary. His four sons
personally translated the Bible into
their tribal language. Today there is
a strong church among the Bolivian
Guarani, and Orfa’s father is the
elder statesman among them. Though
many of his people are illiterate, they
know and love Jesus Christ.
Orfa, as a young single woman in a
male-dominated culture, didn’t think
she had much chance of affecting any
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ripple effect of change. But she could
see the poverty, illiteracy and disease
of her people—despite their spiritual
life. When she heard of Community
Health Evangelism (CHE) with its
emphasis on God’s concern for the
whole person, she knew her people
needed this. It wasn’t easy, for the
CHE lessons had to be “translated”
into oral, not written, form with
the help of other CHE leaders in
the region. But her message was
accepted, against all odds, and in
time CHE began to have an impact in
her area of Bolivia.
With God’s own missionary heart,
Orfa began to look across the border
and pray for the Guarani people in
Argentina where the spread of the
Gospel has been much harder and
slower. Might God use the CHE
strategy to reach those people too?

With the support of the MAI
Regional Coordinator, she began
to make trips into Argentina and
found a warm interest in ten villages.
They were open to someone who
spoke their language and was
“one of them,” and curious about
the possibility of better health
and economic well-being that
accompanied this message of a God
who loved them. So Orfa and several
other CHE leaders planned to have
a Training of Trainers’ seminar in
December 2016, teaching young
Argentine Guarani tribesmen to
lead their own people in achieving
physical and spiritual health.
Then shortly before the seminar,
that open door seemed to slam shut.
In one village where there had been
eager interest, the non-Christian chief
and the witchdoctor began to forbid

Orfa’s presence, saying, “These new
practices, like teaching children
to wash hands, are not part of our
history or our customs. We need to
keep things Guarani!” In another
village, a missionary questioned
Orfa’s credentials. “She’s a woman
teaching without knowledge” (i.e.
she had not gone to seminary).
Four of those ten villages seemed
to completely close up to Orfa’s
influence or entry.
In the midst of these pressures,
Bibiana Mac Leod, the Regional
Coordinator, called for a wave
of prayer, asking God to break
through these barriers. God’s people
responded. And the seminar went
ahead as planned despite opposition.
Because of prayer, Isidoro, from one
of the four villages that Orfa is not
allowed to enter, was able to attend
with his leader’s permission.

Because of prayer, the new believers
who came learned much about God’s
ways as they heard the Bible taught
in storying form.
Because of prayer, one man sought
out the CHE trainers to ask, “How
can you help my family? We suffer
from repeated cases of diarrhea. Can
this teaching help to change that?”
Because of prayer, the missionary
who had criticized Orfa actually
attended several days and listened
carefully to the teaching at the
seminar. He is still evaluating the
merits of what he heard.

Now these young trainers have gone
home to villages where authority
figures frown at the “new teachings.”
Orfa has had to return to Bolivia and
the follow-up has been intermittent.
Would you join in the wave of prayer
and ask God to guard these new
CHE workers among the Argentine
Guarani? Ask him to make them
strong and to make their words and
actions powerful so that his Gospel
and the transformation it brings
would continue to have a ripple
effect. For his own glory! Amen.

Because of prayer, all of the attendees
discovered a new passion for bringing
transformation of body and spirit to
the families and communities in which
they live…despite the obstacles.
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meet our

Area COORDINATOR
Rhodora T. Mendoza

Dr. Rhodora Mendoza, Area Coordinator, Philippines
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Dr. Ray Benson, the founder of
Medical Ambassadors International
(MAI), visited the Philippines in the
1980s and adopted it as one of the
first five countries to be reached by
MAI. At that time my late husband,
Victor, and I began working with
MAI in many parts of the country,
doing church planting and using
medical clinics/missions as entry
points for evangelization. But we
quickly realized clinics were not the
best strategy. In terms of physical
health, people were still sick with the

same illnesses. With little economic
development, they were as poor as
before. Even their moral and spiritual
lives were feeble. A clinic alone
wasn’t working. The people were still
dependent and lacked self-worth.

must take the initiative.
The role of the CHE
team in the field was
one of mentors and
encouragers—not doing
the work for them.

In the early 1990s, when Community
Health Evangelism (CHE) was
introduced to us and shared in Filipino
communities by the CHE team, we
began to see big changes in the lives
of people. They realized they could
escape poverty, but they learned they

In April 2009 my
beloved husband, who
had faithfully served the
people of the Philippines, went home
to be with his Savior. During this
personally difficult time, I was called
upon to take over the work we had

Country:

started together. Gratefully, we still
see God’s hand working in the lives
of people all over the Philippines as
a result of the CHE program. We are
working in seven major CHE areas in
Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao, not
counting our partner organizations,
churches, and other ministries doing
CHE after being trained by us or by
other training organizations.
Almost all members of the training
teams have been with us since we
started the ministry. Of the 13 active
members, only one is new. They
have worked and toiled faithfully for
almost 30 years now. These teams
are working in 44 communities, 19 of
which are autonomous, and serving
17,225 households. There are 251
active committee members and 364
CHE volunteers.

treatment regimen that is communitybased. To ensure success, a health
worker is assigned a number of
households to visit, monitoring
treatment by personally seeing the
patient is taking his medication
religiously. This is where our CHE
volunteers came in, checking on their
neighbors during house-to-house
visits and monitoring their progress.
Compared to their counterparts in
other groups implementing the same
program (minus CHE), ours proved to
be more effective due to our wholistic
approach.
We were also given the privilege of
conducting a CHE Internship Program
which started in 2002, now totaling
180 participants from 36 countries.
The biggest number of individuals
have come from the U.S. followed by
Africa and Korea.

The first major partnership we had was
our work with the national government Another government partnership
is our linkage with the Technical
Education and Skills Development
Authority (TESDA), which has given
us the authority to train our out-ofschool youth with life and livelihood
skills. Again, we integrated CHE
into the training curriculum to make
the training wholistic. The students
then become CHE volunteers. We are
working to make it a nationwide effort.

through their effort to eradicate
tuberculosis, especially among the
poor who could not afford the needed
treatment. The national program
required a strict implementation of a

The biggest problem our country is
currently facing, and for a number of
years now, is drug addiction, which
corrupts every facet of man and
society. Our challenge is how to help
curb, if not eradicate, this terrible
scourge on mankind. The question
is, “What role can CHE play in this
scenario?” We covet your prayers as
we face this overwhelming difficulty
with God’s wisdom and intervention.

Philippines
Active in CHE since:
s

1990

Active Trainers:

13

Committee Members:

251

Active CHE volunteers:

364

CHE Communities:

44

Households Served:

17,225

Philippine CHE

Internship:
Active Since:

2002

Participants:

180

Countries Represented:

36
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God's story

Common
Resources
with Uncommon
Results
Dr. Nzuzi Mukawa, Regional Coordinator
Denise Locker, Contributor
Ordinary, familiar, and everyday are a few words to
describe something as “common.” If I were to ask
you what daily experiences you consider as common,
I’m sure you would include items like clean water, a
safe place to sleep, maybe a roof over your head, and
you would be correct. These are things we consider as
common. But, as you know, in the developing world
these items are not at all common…except where
Community Health Evangelism (CHE) has taken hold.
The impact can be seen around the world where common
things like clean water are benefitting people—but
that’s just the beginning. People are asking Christ to be
their Lord and Savior, churches are being planted, and
individuals are experiencing uncommon results in their
lives and communities.
Let me tell you about this effect in Kinshasa in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. Fifty-four churches
are working together there to establish a microenterprise
that is changing the lives of over 260 young women.

In order to be involved with a CHE microenterprise
group, each member must participate in an initial
training of 22 to 27 hours. This training includes lessons
in business principles, moral values/character, loan
requirements, and use of money.
Specifically in Kinshasa, sewing machines were the
common item used for the uncommon result. The sewing
machines were distributed through the churches to young
ladies who had been through the CHE microenterprise
training.
What has been the resulting uncommon effect?
• Hope, dignity, and self-worth is gained.
• Families emerge from the cycle of poverty.
• Women are empowered to feed their children and
pay education fees so their children can attend
school.
A common item, like a sewing machine, made a
difference in Kinshasa. Thank you for your partnership
with Medical Ambassadors International. Together we
are having an uncommon effect!

What is microenterprise? The term microenterprise
refers to small business ventures that are part of
a family’s survival strategy. Microenterprise has
manageable components:
• Small capital ($30-$250)
• Owner-operated
• Little management or skills training
• Serving small, local markets
• Producing/distributing non-technical goods or
services
17

”

An Ounce of
Prevention

”

Tom Mason, member of the Board, Medical Ambassadors International

Dr. Ken Cooper of the Cooper Clinic
in Dallas, Texas, founded his clinic in
1970 on the concept of preventative
medicine. The focus of this clinic
from the beginning has been on health
assessment and counseling aimed not
at curing sick people, but at helping
well people stay well. Dr. Cooper has
often said, “It is far easier to maintain
good health than it is to restore good
health after it is lost.”
That philosophy is at the heart of
prevention. We live in a time of
unprecedented information available
on a worldwide basis that helps people
understand the causes of preventable
illness and the key steps to keeping
those illnesses from damaging lives.
One of the keys to better health on a
global scale is the dissemination of
that information and the providing
of tools and preventive training. This
is at the heart of Community Health
Evangelism (CHE) and the mission of
Medical Ambassadors International,
along with a calling to also address
spiritual illness by the sharing of the
Gospel and the planting of churches.
When I think of the power of
prevention, I am carried back to my
childhood. I am old enough to recall
a time when polio caused fear and
trembling for every mother. It was a
debilitating disease, affecting mainly
the young, and its causes were poorly
understood. My wife and I attended
18

high school together, and among
our classmates was a beautiful and
charming girl who had battled polio
as a child. As a teenager, her legs
carried braces and her mobility was
limited. No running, no basketball,
no cheerleading, and I am sure she
suffered pain, both as a child and in
her teen years.

In the years that followed, my wife
and I married and raised four children.
We have since also had the blessing of
seven grandchildren, and not once in
all that time, either with our children
or our grandchildren, did we ever
worry about polio. Not once, thanks to
Dr. Jonas Salk. The thing that changed
all of this was not the invention of a
medicine that cured polio, but rather
the creation of a vaccine by Dr. Salk
which prevented the disease from
developing in the first place.
Even so, sixty-three years after Dr.
Salk announced his vaccine, there are
remote parts of the world where polio
is still a problem. Today’s cases exist
in only three countries—Afghanistan,
Nigeria, and Pakistan—which are
countries with low vaccination rates.

It is
”
far easier

to maintain
good health
than it is
to restore
good health
after it is
lost.

”

eating utensils, or training villages on
the proper disposal of sewage, have
This is but one example, as dramatic
had an equally profound impact on
as it is, of the power of prevention in
improving the physical health of some
eradicating illnesses and improving the of the least served areas of the world.
quality of life. Far simpler examples,
For more than thirty years, Medical
such as training young women on
Ambassadors International has served
the proper cleansing and handling of

book review
THE UNTHINKABLE:
Who survives when
disaster strikes—and why
by Amanda Ripley
(Amanda is a secular author
writing from an evolutionist’s
viewpoint.)

Today, nine out of ten Americans
live in places at significant risk
of earthquakes, hurricanes,
tornadoes, terrorism, or other
disasters. Disasters are any sudden calamity causing
great loss of life or property. Tomorrow, some of
us will have to make split-second choices to save
ourselves and our families. How will we react? What
will it feel like? Will we be heroes or victims?
The Unthinkable is a fascinating study on dozens of
disasters and the human responses of those involved.
Ripley discusses the Survival Arc—the three-step
journey from danger to safety through denial,
deliberation, and the decisive moment. We discover
how fear guides our reactions in every station of the
survival arc and what we can do to train fear and
stress. Ripley interviewed survivors of the World
Trade Center collapse on 9/11, Hurricane Katrina,
the 1994 sinking of the Estonia ferry in the Baltic
Sea, jet crashes, and many more disasters. We learn
about groupthink, crowd physics, paralysis, and the
panic of one.

these least-served areas with help
and compassion. Through hands-on
training and the sharing of tools and
information, this organization has
stood in the gap by providing the
most important key there is to disease
prevention—knowledge.

“People respond to meet a need in a crisis if they
know what to do,” says a past FEMA director. “You
give people the opportunity to be part of something
that will make a difference and they will step up.”
Thus, CERTs (Community Emergency Response
Teams) are being established among citizens in
many neighborhoods, encouraging people to help
others in emergencies.
Reading The Unthinkable is definitely “an ounce
of prevention.” Training the brain how to respond
before disasters happen allows it to do a much better
job when taking time to think could end in tragedy.
19

FIELD NOTES

Regional Coordinator Bibiana Mac Leod, South America & Caribbean
Free to Speak

HPV (Human Papilloma Virus) infection is a serious problem around the world. Success in prevention is being achieved
through vaccinations. South America and Caribbean Regional Coordinator Bibiana Mac Leod was asked to prepare and
teach a lesson on HPV for a group of women in her region. At the end of the teaching, women began to share their fears of
talking about a disease that is sexually transmitted and how shameful it would be to be infected. Bibiana reminded them
about the freedom that Christ has granted, and that women no longer need to live in guilt, fear, or shame. Participants
talked about forgiveness and the need to recognize that even if one has the virus, they can choose to forgive their partner,
themselves, and then come to Jesus for cleansing and healing. One of the ladies shared her story of shame, healing,
and liberation through cervical cancer that needed surgery. She encouraged the other ladies to speak openly about the
challenges they face and not to delay consulting with a doctor.
God’s Story in a Map
Bible stories are being told in Haiti with little to no understanding on how they fit within
the flow of God’s plan for the world. Haitians needed someone knowledgeable in God’s
Word and the Haitian culture to adapt these stories to their understanding. Pastor Steve
and Leanne White, with their friend Paula Larson, came from Park City, Utah, and led a
training in Haiti to an eager group of 50 rural pastors and Community Health Evangelism
(CHE) trainers. The topic was an overview of the Old Testament. Participants ranged in
education from those who could barely read to those at a university level. They all held
in common the desire to serve their people in rural communities where CHE is thriving.
Evaluations collected after the training revealed what it meant to them. One said: “I
thought I knew the Old Testament. This training proved the opposite. There was so much
I did not know!” Another said: “I came to understand God’s plan to provide Jesus at the
right time in history.” And another: “I never knew where things were taking place. Now I
have seen the maps and I have a new understanding.” During the training, time was spent
explaining what a map is, how it interprets large geographical areas, and what a timeline
20 is—all opening the understanding of hearts to God’s story in history.

Regional Coordinators Tirus & Winnie
Githaka, East Africa
Waging War with Spirits
In Western Kenya, the CHE team has been mentoring
students from a local primary school. Recently, some
students from this school were invited by a local "spiritual
leader" and self-proclaimed apostle to attend an evening
prayer meeting. During the prayer time the man anointed
several of the children to receive "a spirit," which he claimed
was the Holy Spirit. Throughout the following week,
learning in the classroom was interrupted several times
as some of these students collapsed and convulsed. Seven
students were affected. This caused great confusion and fear
among the school population. Knowing the CHE team to be
true Christians, the teachers sought their help to correct the
situation. The teachers explained to the team how this spirit
would seize the children and throw them down. Immediately,
the children would begin conversing with unknown people
and creatures they believed to be angels. The CHE team
listened, prayed with the children, and gave them spiritual
counsel. With the team’s intervention, this situation has now
been reversed and normalcy is being restored to the school.
Spiritual warfare has not changed; using prayer to combat
spiritual warfare is still modern.

Miracle

Miracle at Home

A miracle happened for Mary, a woman who lives
in Africa, when a CHE team started visiting her
household. Her husband was a chronic alcoholic and
did not know Jesus Christ. He would not participate
in the activities of the house or in praying. But things
started to change as the CHE team taught lessons in
their home about healthy living. Mary had learned
these lessons at the CHE meetings, but now her
husband was having a chance to hear them. And
he has been totally transformed! He has stopped
drinking and now even goes to church and prays with
and for his family.

Sin Prevention—holding hands
During the last East African CHE Internship, one of
the interns taught the participants a new song which
included enthusiastic clapping and praise. Then he
instructed the group to hold hands while singing
instead of clapping—as was traditionally done in one
community in East Africa. This being a bit restrictive
to raising hands, clapping, and praising, one intern
asked why the community would choose to worship
in this way. Apparently, in that community there
are many thieves and pickpockets—even among
Christians. Therefore, to ensure your neighbor does
not steal from you during praise and worship, you
need to hold his hand.
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Prayer at the Border
From the memoirs of Dr. Glen & Jane Reeves, former Area Coordinators, Creative Access Nation
While traveling between countries in a creative
access area to attend a conference in 2002, my
wife and I and our co-worker Carla were required
to pass through two guard posts. The first post
was from the country we were leaving, and
the second from the country we were entering.
Our cab driver, who spoke only Russian, and I
(Glen), who spoke only a smattering of Russian,
did well with the guard at the first post.
At the second post, I handed our three passports
to the guard, who took them up the stairs into a
guard shack. A couple minutes later he returned
to say Carla’s passport was invalid. Sure enough,
the passport had an issue date of May 2002—and
an expiration date also for May 2002. The guard
promptly went back upstairs to fill out paperwork
that we were attempting to cross the border
illegally. I followed him and tried to explain in
broken Russian, “There has been a mistake!”
“A mistake is a mistake,” he replied and
continued to fill out the papers. I tried to argue
with him, but he continued to write on the form,
completing it in triplicate (meaning, he filled out
the form three times).
I knew the word for “fine” in Russian, so I
thought this could be cleared up if we just paid
the fine. He brightened up and said that was
a good idea. When I told him I would need a
receipt to claim the expense when I got home, he
went back to completing the forms. As he wrote
I noticed he was getting more and more nervous.
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He was smoking, and it wasn’t out of enjoyment.
Another guard with an AK-47 came up to see
how it was going. They said something I didn’t
understand, and the guy with the AK-47 laughed;
the guard writing did not laugh.
The guard was becoming visibly upset. Finally,
after about an hour, he grabbed the papers he’d
been completing, tore them up, stamped the
visas in all our passports, and gave them to me.
I thanked him and prepared to leave. The guard
opened the gate without looking at us and we
traveled through. We were so glad we would be
joining the conference.
Our biggest surprise was yet to come. Back
in the U.S. when Carla returned home, a lady
from her church in Modesto, CA, asked her if
anything special had happened from midnight
to two a.m. on a particular day in May. Carla
asked her why. She said, “I couldn’t get to sleep,
so I went downstairs to work on a quilt. But I
felt impressed to pray for you. Afterwards, I felt
everything was okay, and being really tired I
went back to sleep.”
During the time she stated, it was noon to two
p.m. when we were trying to cross the borders.
God had awakened this woman to pray for us
so we could get through and do our work. He
watches over us to complete his will for our
lives, and uses the prayers of the saints, even
when they don’t know why they should pray.
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